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r I showed him the budget thing and told him it might be coming
to blm today and that they were working on Lt.

Terry and I went In and put a dictaphone In his office and
explained to him how he can use it and that we thought it
might save him an awful lot of time; He said anything
mechanical he really just wasn't any good with and I said,
try it for a week. Terry and I agreed that either Nell or
Brenda or only one of Jerry Yenes secretaries would be
responsible for doing the tapes. The same people who are
In the circuit on his notes.

X to3.d him that there had been a bit of a flap last night that I
thought he ought to be aware of. X showed Min the Mie$es
report pointing out that they were still evacuating Marinee
some Z hre. after the Secretary of State had said that all
Americans had been removed. Therefore it was clear we
had to do something. I then showed him the statement that
we had prepared to go out. He said, I never approved that
and I said yes you did. I was standing in Scowcroft's office
when Kissinger read it to you on the phone. And he said,
oh, that's right. And I said I then had called Schlesinger
so that he would be aware we were putting it out and at 8:15pm
cn. 4/29/75 and Schlesinger said, you shouldn't really put it
out__itts not accurate. X was surprised and asked Mm in
what respects and he said well in the first sentence it says
that it was based on reports that all Americans were out. He
said, there were no such reporte. He said that Clements told
Kissinger that Graham Martin was airborne but that there were
sidli security forces on the ground. Kissinger couldn't believe
there were any because he felt that Martin would be the last one
off and then Schlesinger told me that Fazic on the NSC staff
jumped to the same conclusion. He said, the second sentence
is inaccurate--it says communications were such that Washington
was not aware--he said, that' s not true. DOD 'was continuously
aware that there were stili security trees on the ground. He
said someone just assumed tht because Martin was gone that that
was it. He saiñ that he felt that he, Schlesinger, felt that the
President was tszizthe issue In the BI-Partisan Leadership
meeting cause he knew that Martin had been holding up sending
out the Americans so be could get the Vietnamese out. I
said, well in that case, let me see what X can do. I sat down
and wrote this version which I showed to the President and said
lt says essentially the same thing except it doesn't havi anything
that anyone could say was inaccurate. I said to the President,r that.! really didn't know what the facts were but it was kind of an
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awkward situation- -the statement we mUy got approved by both
Schlesinger and Kissinger and I aatd that Kissinger felt that he
knew what his end of the phone conversation was and felt that the
mistake had been at Defense. Schlesinger feels that Defense knew
what their side of the phone conversation was and I said there is
no paper that passed anywhere so there is no way to prove anything.
I said my goal was to approach it on the basis that the war was over
that the evacuation was successful, that we had made a mis-stahnent
and we wanted to correct it with the Press. We put that statement
out, hopetafly we can put it behind us. My goal is not to generate
a big fight between 1Usd nger and Schlesinger. I said, you know
feelings are pretty hot about this however and he ought to be
aware of it, and he ought to be caroM about taking sides on it
because he doesntt know anymore about it than I do and indeed a
little less.

i'He said, well I was damn mad about it. AU I know Is that
Kissinger was told that it was over and it was verified that Lt
was over. And I said, no sir you don't know that. AU you know
is that Kissinger told you he was told that it was over, aid he
may very sincerely believe that but it may or may not be a fact.
I said t'nt hopeful that it won't cause a big probleni in the presa
it has not yet but it is the kind ci thing that could surface later
in dope stories and that he ought to just be aware of it and be

S caroM on it.


